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Cultural Studies is dead! lts spiritual home, the

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS)
in Birmingham, had to close its doors in 2002, not

quite forty years after its inauguration in 1964. In

the USA, where British Cultural Studies found a

new home (cf. entry III.3), loud demands for

“Stopping Cultural Studies” can be heard (Warner

and Siskin), and plans for a life at “The University
After Cultural Studies” are already being made.
(Such was the title of a plenary panel at the sev-

enth annual meeting of the Cultural Studies Asso-
ciation in Kansas City in 2009.) What would it

mean, however, to stop doing cultural studies?

Would it mean that we stop analysing the texts,

films, plays, images, and sengs that contribute to
our cultures? Does it mean that we no longer ex-

amine the artefacts and symbols that form (Brit-

ish) ways of living? It does not.
Long live cultural studies! To stop doing (Brit-

ish) Cultural Studies means only to stop studying

culture one particular way. The aim of this text is

to first trace the paths that led to the ends, but also

to the beginnings of British Cultural Studies. Fol-
lowing this account will be an outline of what the

study of culture could look like after the demise of
British Cultural Studies. My perspective on the his-

tory and place of cultural studies is one originating

within the field of English Studies in Germany
(Anglistik)—one of the many disciplines that gave

a fruitful home to British Cultural Studies. The fol-
lowing remarks, therefore, will switch between a
description of cultural studies as it was first formed

in Great Britain on the one hand, and an outline of
English Studies (in Germany) as a mode of cultural

studies on the other. British Cultural Studies, con-

sequently, means two things to me: cultural stud-

ies as it has been practiced in Britain, and the

study of the cultures of Britain.

2.1 | The Rise and Fall of Cultural Studies

In order to understand what British Cultural Stud-
ies is, one has to understand its use. Cultural stud-

ies, just as every other discipline or research para-

digm, is bound up in the history of social and

scientific structures: it is not just an artefact of in-

tellectual, theoretical achievement (‘learning’),

but alsc rooted in social practices and mentalities
(‘a whole way of life’). Therefore, [ will begin by

examining one of the stories which try to make

sense of the relationship between Anglistik and

cultural studies. The analysis of such stories (i.e.
narratology) and their intended effects (i.e. rheto-

ric) are central tools for the study of culture, a cul-

ture of which cultural studies is a part.

t Congition. When two of the leading fig-
ures of English Studies in Germany were asked to

define the status quo of ‘English Studies Today’
they strongly expressed their disappointment in

the current condition of the discipline. It appears

helpful to take a closer look at the somewhat

provocative, but nonetheless very representative
story these authors have to tell about the causes

for this demise. The two professors are clear about

what they do not like about the present state of
English Studies: they criticise the “disorders of our
academic minds” (Niinning and Schlaeger 14) and

the “centrifugal forces” (14) that have led to the

“unfocussed and fragmentary nature” (13) of the
field, which reveals a lack of even “a modicum of

unity and coherence” (15); not even some sort of

“commeon purpose and standards or shared prefer-
ences” (12} are discernible. If disorderly behaviour
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is the offence, the prosecution is, however, less

straightforward in naming the accused. The first
time that one is allowed a glimpse of the culprit is

in the form of a (thetorical) question: “If you don’t

like Byron, Dickens, Eliot or Marlowe why not oc-

cupy yourself with Batman, Diana, Eminem or Ma-

donna, or Manchester United, for that matter?”

(11). All that is rotten in the state of English Stud-

ies, it transpires, seems to be fruits from the fields

of non-literary popular culture—a classical topic

of culturaI studies, thatis (cf. section I11.3.3).

. After enumerating various examples of
misled research, the authors become somewhat

more precise. First, they claim that the rise of “The-
ory, and poststructuralism in particular (cf. entry

I1.4), led to a “loss of prestige of our disciplines”
(Ninning and Schlaeger 18). At this moment of
crisis, when English Studies was at its weakest,

enfeebled by the infection from (frenchified) “in-

tellectual coteries” (17), cultural studies appar-
ently took over a defenceless English Studies: “The
vacuum was filled by the next candidate in line:

cultural studies” (18). At the beginning, the au-

thors admit, the newcomer was not without merits
as it “not only allowed literary scholars and, to a

certain extent, also linguists to focus their atten-
tion on cultural utterances that had been deemed

not worth the effort until then” (18). It also

strengthened English Studies’ “claims for social
relevancy through the inclusion of political agen-
das which seemed to move the field right back into
the centre of contemporary intellectual, political

and ethical concerns” (18}. With the traditional

canon of ‘good literature’ apparently destroyed by
postcolonial, feminist, Marxist, and poststructural-

ist theories {cf. entries III.4, 1.6, 11.2.3, and II.4

respectively), cultural studies and its emancipa-
tory project seems to have promised to revive a

dwindling discipline: with cultural studies, one
was able to explain why (ordinary) people read/

watched what they actually read/watched, not

what they should read (and should not watch).

Such rise in relevance was not to last, how-

ever. Even though cultural studies might have had
its time providing giddy “excitement” and “inter-
esting perspectives” (Niinning and Schlaeger 18),
its unorganised descriptions of the ordinary should
be shown the door now in order to make room
once again for more serious matters. The argu-
ment is more suggestive than logical, resting on
little backed premises, but obvious nonetheless: a)
cultural studies invaded what “was once a more or
less unified philological discipline” about “three

   

decades ago” (8), b) since then, cultural studies =

lost its “relevancy and prestige” (18) outside En-

glish Studies; ergo: English Studies spiralled into .

“uncontrolled diversification and fragmentation”
(18). Although the authors are quick to add that
“there is probably no direct causal link” (18) be-

tween the rise (and fall) of cultural studies and the

demise of English Studies, the chronological cor-
relation, and especially the fact that no other pos-

sible causes are considered, suggest otherwise. Fi-
nally, the question of (British) Cultural Studies

becomes the question of the future of English
Studles (m Germany): “Quo vadis, Anglistik?” (7)

.‘ ., The authors are cautious when it

comes to suggesting how to restore unity, order,
and coherence once cultural studies has been dis-
missed. The final lines of the ‘argument’ against
cultural studies, however, offer us at least an ink-
ling of what they consider to be the centre of En-
glish Studies when they speak of “English Studies
and other modern philclogies” (Niinning and
Schlaeger 18). English Studies, it appears, is essen-
tially a study of words (and reason), i.e. texts, and

as neither Diana nor Madonna nor ManU are espe-

cially famous for primarily textual outputs, they

should not be studied by philclogists. And indeed,
they should not. If we keep defining English Stud-
ies as ‘philology, there are good reasons to exclude
Madonna, Diana, and the rest of the ladies from

the playing field—and return, hardened through
the experience of crisis, to the more serious and

reasonable utterances of Byron, Dickens and Eliot.
The more interesting question, however, is whether

English Studies should really (still) be considered

a philological enterprise. The term might, al-

though even that is doubtful, give a home to both
Literary Studies and Linguistics, but it surely ex-

cludes cultural studies in any meaningful sense—
that is, in a sense that goes beyond understanding
‘culture as text’ (Huck and Schinko).

Instead of suggesting a restorative solution to
the problem of English Studies by bringing philo-
logy in line against cultural studies, I would like
to suggest a model for the study of culture(s) that
might not threaten, but instead stimulate English

Studies. Such a model would not aim at providing
(idealist and normative) orientation in an ever

more complex society (Friihwald et al.}; nor
would it content itself with mere (empiricist and
arbitrary) descriptionism. Rather, a methodologi-

cal examination of contingency as modern soci-

ety’s defining attribute (Luhmann, Observations)

could disclose the interdependency of meaning

 



 

:.and materiality for every world-observing actor,

‘reveal latent potentialities, and create new possi-

‘bilities. In order to develop such a future model

of English Studies as cultural (media) studies, I

want to go back to the beginnings of cultural
studies in Britain.

‘2.2 | A Cultural History of Cultural Studies

. Cultural studies began with an attack against the
- traditional canon of English Studies as it was rep-

- resented in the work of New Critics (cf. section
1.1.3). Two texts are commonly identified as the

starting point of cultural studies: The Uses of Lit-
eracy by Richard Hoggart, from 1957, and Culture
and Society by Raymond Williams, published only

a year later. Both texts propagate the notion that
there is no such thing as an elite culture, but only
an elitist view of culture (Lindner, Stunde 20);

both texts emphasise that (high) culture (“arts and
learning’) and society (‘a whole way of life’) are

always interdependent, that literacy is a question

of use, that art is always related to life.

In his introduction to Culture and Society, Wil-

liams traces back the meaning of the word ‘cul-

ture’ to conclude that whereas “culture meant a
state or habit of the mind, or the boedy of intellec-

tual and moral activities, it means now, also, a

whole way of life” (xviii). Culture, Williams

stresses, is not just Byron, Dickens, Eliot, but ev-
erything that gives meaning to people’s lives in

specific social circumstances—and that could also

be Diana, Madonna, or ManU. It dees not mean,
however, that Byron’s poems are not culture—they

are just not all there is, and they do not mean the
same for everyone. And neither does it mean that

all cultural products are the same, or that they all

have the same function.

From an exclusive idea of culture as the “best

that has been thought and said in the world” (Ar-
nold 52) Williams moves to an anthropological,
inclusive notion. Williams calls this new under-
standing “the ‘social’ definition of culture, in which
culture is a description of a particular way of life,

which expresses certain meanings and values not
only in art and learning but also in institutions and
ordinary behaviour” (Long Revolution 41). Conse-
duently, society can no longer be divided into a

cultivated bourgeoisie and an unrefined lower
class—and ‘high’ cultural products could no longer
hold to represent all of British culture.

It is this objection against a narrow definition of
culture as a collection of great works and the de-
mand for the recognition of working class life as

being ‘cultural’ that gave rise to the project of cul-
tural studies. While such an enlarged notion of
culture might appear to us teday as a sound theo-

retical construct, it nonetheless emerged from a
vital personal experience of difference and a sub-
sequent demand for a practice of recognition. And
it is this experience of cultural difference (and

unity} that, above all, gave momentum to the
emergence of cultural studies. Cultural studies,
from the beginning, was more than just an aca-
demic project.

Hoggart formulates the particular social and
psychological conditions of ‘scholarship boys’ in

a chapter of The Uses of Literacy. Although, as
Hoggart points out, there are ‘scholarship boys’
who feel comfortable in their new environment, a

great number of ‘boys’ depart from their original

(working class) milieu without ever fully arriv-

ing—and subsequently feeling at home-—any-

where else. Instead, they are stuck “at the fric-
tion-point of two cultures” (225}. Aspiring to

social advancement and being dissociated from his
family to a certain degree, the ‘scholarship boy’

can no longer fully identify with working class val-

 

 

 

In order to understand the relation between theory, experience, and practice it is

helpful to look at Williams and Hoggart’s life-narratives, which reveal similar

social experiences. Hoggart, born in Leeds in 1918, grew up in a working class

district with his grandmother, who supported his educational efforts that would

lead to a scholarship for the University of Leeds (Lindner, “Hoggart” 165-6).

Williams was born intc a Welsh family in an agrarian environment in 1921; his

father was a railway worker, but the rest of his family had been working on

farms for generations (“Culture is Ordinary” 3-4). Like Hoggart, Williams was

 
the first person in his family to come into contact with higher education, earning

himself a scholarship to Cambridge. They both represented a new generation of

British intellectuals of the 1950s who came from a working class environment

and attended secondary schools and then (elite) universities on a scholarship.

Various political, social, and economic changes in post-WWII Britain made these

careers possible (e.g. Education Act 1944), as well as international developments

(e.g. Stalinism, Cold War) (Winter). What [ want to look at here are the intellec-

tual consequences of such careers (Bromley, Lindner, Stunde, and Sommer,

“From Cultural Studies™).

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

ues (integrity, solidarity), but neither wholeheart-

edly adopt middle-class values (betterment, indi-

viduality).

Williams seems to overcome this inability to re-

late acquired knowledge to working class experi-
ence and, apparently, combines the two parts of

his identity. Nevertheless, since he has moved

away from his social origins but still identifies with
the working class, he feels located in a “border
country” (“Culture is Ordinary” 7). The double af-

filiation to these two cultures, without fully be-

longing to either, makes Williams a ‘cultural hy-
brid’ who is able to analyse working class culture
from within but with the attitude of an outsider
(Lindner, Stunde 25). This outside perspective on

the familiar seems to be the essence of Williams’
and Hoggart’s intellectual productivity (Williams,
“Future” 152, 156).

Rolf Lindner, an ethnologist of Western culture,

argues that working class culture could be lived
without reflecting that it actually is a form of cul-
ture because it has traditionally been thought of as
a natural state of being (Stunde 46)—in contrast to
the cultivated, or rather: civilised middle and up-
per class. It is the comparison of one’s own hab-

its with another’s, however, that enables self-re-

flexivity, and only the ‘scholarship boys” had the

required cognitive competence te bring their indi-

vidual experience to bear on theory. The auto-

biographic parallels in Hoggart’s and Williams’

career form a generational theme that made itself
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¢ is often used synonymously with the term ‘arts,” an-
other, anthropological tradition understands culture to refer to a struc-
tured collective of humans. E. B. Tylor, for example, defined culture as
“that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals,
law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as
a member of society” (1:1). However, as Gregory Bateson has shown,
culture is not a given set of characteristics defining social groups, but
a means of comparing, distinguishing and thereby first of all creating
these groups. Cultures, thus, are contingent constructions. Raymond

 
Williams, finally, emphasises that “we use the word culture in [...] two
senses: to mean a whole way of life—the common meanings; to mean
the arts and learning—the special processes of discovery and creative
effort. Some writers reserve the word for one or the other of these
senses; [ insist on both, and on the significance of their conjunction”
(“Culture is Ordinary” 4). To be more precise, Williams actually distin-
guishes three aspects of culture: (a) material artefacts, (b) observable

social behaviour (e.g. institutions, habits), and (c) the unobservable and

not yet fully figured ‘mentality’ behind this behaviour. To analyse the
conjunction of these aspects is a central tenet of cultural studies.   
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felt not only in the academic world, but in the
fields of political and artistic activities, too (Lind-

ner, Stunde 27, 36). Their position in-between two

cultures provided this generation with the poten-
tial to see the community they left with different

eyes (92-93). Artists and academics alike were

able to express the specificity of working class cul-

ture in the academic and artistic vocabulary of the

traditional cultural elite—and demand recognition
for a culture that hitherto had been neglected at
best, and denigrated at worst.

2.2.1 | Marginalised Expressions
of Culture

As a consequence of such experiences, the objects

of research in cultural studies pre-eminently used
to be cultural groups that were socially underrep-
resented, as well-as cultural products that had for-
merly been excluded from the canon of English
Studies (Hall, “Emergence” 21}. The aim of cul-

tural studies was to bring recognition to marginal-
ised expressions of culture, and to recognise these
expressions as cultural in the first place. Here was

a generation of scholars who had to find out that
huge parts of their lived experience were not rep-
resented in the academic world—and that those
works that were present were analysed by New

Critics without reference to “those social, cultural,

ideological, regional, and generational” (Weimann

261) forces that shaped their form and content.

Williams and Hoggart had experienced first-hand
that one reads texts differently according to one’s
social background, and that one chooses different

cultural products according to one’s social envi-
ronment, one’s habits, rather than one’s intellec-

tual capacity. As a consequence, both bringing

new texts into the classroom and explaining old

texts differently, but also understanding the forma-
tion of different cultural groupings that determine
one’s taste in and appreciation of cultural pro-

ducts, became the central objectives of cultural

studies.
Cultural contact as experienced by Williams

and Hoggart is the prerequisite for a culture to be

recognised as a ‘culture’ at all (Baecker 16): nei-

ther the bourgeoisie nor the working class were
considered (contingent) cultures before they met

on equal terms—however cultivated they might
have been; rather, they were considered as more or

less civilised. Varying forms of behaviour, however  



 
 

unrealised, are at the same time a prerequisite for

recognizing difference. Cultures, consequently, be-
come relative terms: their existence and their iden-
tity rely on the chosen reference group: this could
be a class, a nation, a gender, a religion, a region,

an ethnicity, etc. Cultural studies, consequently,

came into being when culture, as a level of compa-
rability between compared groups, was discovered
in cultural contact.

The insistence on culture in the anthropological
sense opened English-Studies (in Great Britain) to
new concerns: cultural difference and the power

relations that govern the relations between differ-
ent cultures on the one hand, and the relation be-
tween cultural texts and lived experience on the

other. The anthropological sense of culture made
the study of cultural products (books, films, etc.)

by no means obsolete: Williams, for example, de-
velops an interest in the complex relations be-
tween what he calls “structures of feeling”—de-

fined “as social experiences in solution, as distinct

from other social semantic formations which have
been precipitated and are more evidently and more

immediately available” (Marxism and Literature

133-34)—and cultural products, that is, between

“meanings and values as they are actively lived
and felt” (132) on the one hand, and concrete cul-
tural products such as texts and films on the other.

While for Williams culture encompasses not only
material artefacts, but also the observable social

behaviour and the underlying unobservable ‘men-
tality’ (see box], it is the relation between all of

these aspects that is central to his vision of cultural
studies.

2.2.2 | The Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies

The position on the margins of culture, or rather:

in the contact zone of cultures, applies to many

who worked for the Centre for Contemporary Cul-

tural Studies in (the marginalised city of) Birming-
ham, which was founded in 1964 by Richard Hog-
gart (Hall, “Emergence” 12). Stuart Hall, Hoggart’s
assistant and successor as director of the CCCS,
shifted the focus of cultural studies away from cul-
tural products in the sense of ‘arts and learning’
towards more sociological questions, where cul-
tural products play a vital, but nonetheless sec-

ondary role. Hall was born in Jamaica of African
descent and moved to Britain in the early 1950s as

 

 

The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) at the University of Bir-

mingham was founded in 1964 by Richard Hoggart. Its establishment helped to

broaden the scope of English Studies beyond the arts to include sociological

questions. A number of key figures in British Cultural Studies, such as Hoggart,

Stuart Hall, Dick Hebdige, Angela McRobbie, and Paul Gilroy were associated

with the CCCS and strongly influenced the discipline through their work. The

CCCS was closed in 2002.   
part of the Windrush generation; again, a scholar-

ship paved his way to study in Oxford, and once

again, the experience of cultural difference led to a
theoretical interest in culture (Interview 13). Hall,

after studying English Literature in Oxford, went
on to become professor of sociology at the Open
University and president of the British Sociological
Association; with him the CCCS moved from the
English Department to that of Sociclogy. Rather

than looking for a (lost) working class culture,

Hall’s research concentrated on the role of the
mass media in organising society and the (active)
role of the audience in consuming popular culture.

Central to Hall’s concern became the question of
how cultural products contributed to the constitu-

tion of a hegemonic culture—a culture, that is,

which convinces people to act according to an ide-
ology that is not necessarily beneficial to their cwn

life without coercing these people (by force).

Several graduates from the CCCS expanded the
field of cultural studies in important directions.

Paul Willis introduced ethnographic methods to
study the resistance of subcultures to hegemonic

culture; these new research methods (participant
observation, interviewing) made it possible to

highlight the appropriations of cultural products in

actual use. Dick Hebdige concentrated on those
material expressions of youth and subcultures that
subverted the official, hegemonic use; such recog-
nition of subcultures opened the way for under-

standing the heterogeneity of any culture/society.
Paul Gilroy focused on ethnic representations of

national identity and the marginalisation of mi-
grant identities, criticizing especially the {out-
dated) idea of the Empire. Angela McRobbie em-
phasised the relevance of (hierarchical) gender

relations for youth and other cultures. Conse-

quently, when the CCCS was finally closed in

2002, fields of research included the role of popu-
lar culture -and mass media in the (hegemonic)
formation of society; the ways in which gender,
ethnic, and class habits, but also experiences of
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sexual orientation, age, and ability structure power

relations within society; possibilities of resistance

to hegemonic culture. While cultural studies began
with an agenda of recognition, it soon had to put
questions of identity and difference at the centre of

research. From now on, (representational) identity

politics rule: if culture is a comstruct, it can be

made and re-made.
Arrival in Germany. It is in this later form that

(British) Cultural Studies arrived in Germany.

When Jiirgen Kramer and Bernd Lenz welcomed
cultural studies in their inaugurating editorial to
the newly founded Journal for the Study of Brit-
ish Cultures, they characterised it as follows: “It

has been predominantiy, but by no means exclu-
sively, concerned with analytical categories (such
as class, ‘race’/ethnicity, gender, nation/national-

ity, language, generation) and with signifying
processes, above all the mass media and their

wide-spread cultural products. Thus, its main ob-
jective has been to analyse social and signifying
processes on the one hand and processes of iden-
tity formation on the other” (5). As a conse-
quence, the authors recommend that “Depart-

ments of English and American Studies” incorporate
cultural studies of the following form “in their
research and teaching” (5): “The objects of Cul-
tural Studies in research and teaching can be
grouped under three headings:—social processes

(historical developments, political institutions,
the economy etc.};—signifying processes (the

arts, the media, life styles etc.);—processes of

identity formation (mentalities, social roles,
norms and values etc.)” (4). It is this wide defini-

tion of cultural studies that came to be viewed as

  

a cause of disorder and fragmentation only a de-
cade later by Niinning and Schiaeger.

Criticisms. There are a number of criticisms that
have been brought forward against this (later) ver-

sion of cultural studies: too much emphasis on

popular culture without regard to aesthetic con-

cerns (of literature); as a consequence, too much

emphasis on contemporary culture, which is, un-
fortunately, dominated by popular culture, and a

subsequent lack of historiography; a “politically
(and ideologically) correct type of moralism”
(Weimann 264) instead of a scientific methodo-

logy and a sound theoretical framework. Even the
most prominent figure within British Cultural
Studies, Stuart Hall, seems to be weary of the di-

rection in which cultural studies is heading: “I re-
ally cannot read another cultural studies analysis
of Madonna or The Sopranos” (Interview 29).

Why? Because it is too political (i.e. ‘left’), too

populist, toc contemporary, too un-scientific, too

disorderly? No. Hall’s disappointment in the state
of the discipline stems from quite different expec-
tations. Hall is concerned by the fact that “cultural
studies ceased to be troubled by the grubby world-
liness [...], the worldliness in which culture has
always to exist” (Interview 28). Cultural studies, it

seems, had come full circle: where the New Critics
had ignored culture as a ‘whole way of life’ be-
cause they believed literary texts to exist inde-

pendently of such life, the ‘New Culturalists’

seem to think they can ignore culture as a ‘whole
way of life’ because everything is a text anyway; in
the end, these practitioners of cultural studies turn

out to think as a-historically (and a-materially) as
their predecessors.

2.3 | Cultural Studies in Germany as Discipline and/or as Perspective

If the objects of cultural studies in Germany are to

be all those things that Kramer and Lenz (5) enlist,
many have to practice cultural studies: historians,

political scientists, economists, art historians,

musicologists, sociologists, anthropologists, eth-
nologists, etc. Since the so-called cultural turn,
everything that used to be humanities (Geistes-
wissenschaften) has been remodeled as some sort

of cultural studies (Kulturwissenschaften): every-

thing that humans create (artefacts), or even think
(mentalities) or do (actions), is culture. In this

rather unspecific sense, ‘cultural studies’ does not
so much denominate a discipline, but a perspec-

tive—a perspective that can shed more or less light
on (nearly) everything. However, if Kulturwissen-

schaft wants to be anything more than Geistes-
wissenschaft’'s new clothes, it has to provide a
third space rather than an alternative (Eagleton

4-5, Stierstorfer 11): instead of looking for empiri-
cally observable laws (Naturwissenschaft) or phil-
osophical ideas and subjective intentions (Geistes-
wissenschaft), the cultural turn suggests that one

look for contingent patterns of meaning that
structure economic, political, and social relations

and which are articulated (Hall, “On Postmodern-
ism and Articulation”) in books, films, paintings,

  

 



  

songs, buildings, billboards, etc. ‘Contingency’ as

a new research paradigm might be able to mediate
between the strict opposition of a two-cultures

paradigm that sets mind in opposition to matter,
subject against object, history against nature,
tekhne against physis, autonomy against hetero-

nomy, freedom against determination. Under this
new perspective, a reformed English Studies would
be a sub-discipline of Kulturwissenschaften—that
sub-discipline that concentrates on the En-

glish-speaking world.
On the other hand, however, cultural studies is

a sub-discipline of English Studies (Anglistik).

English Studies, then, consists of Literary Studies,

Linguistics, and cultural studies, complemented by

Language Training and Didactics for those training

to become teachers (Sommer, Grundkiirs 13). Un-
der this paradigm, the manifold tasks that Kramer

and Lenz (5) enumerate have, obviously, to be cut

down to size, as to attempt all of them from within
English Studies would indeed seem a somewhat
hubristic enterprise bound to end in dilettantism.

The obvious way to scale down cultural studies

seems to be to enclose it within the field of philol-
ogy: “English (cultural) studies in Germany re-
main [sic] a textual or interpretive science [...].

This emphasis on textual(ised) culture marks the

disciplinary boundary between hermeneutic, and

historical studies of cultural representation on the

one hand and sociological research on the other”

(Sommer, “From Cultural Studies” 172). While

Williams and Hall worked towards a combination
of hermeneutic/historical and sociological re-
search, although with different emphases, many

within English Studies re-emphasise this disci-
plinary boundary.

Using Williams’ terminology, one could say that

English Studies has tried to open the category of
‘arts and learning’ to even those objects that are
part of a ‘whole way of life’—without however try-

ing to approach this ‘whole way of life; i.e. social
behaviour, habits and institutions, which are con-

sidered to be the object of sociclogy or anthropol-
ogy; this way, English Studies was superficially,
i.e. in terms of its objects of research, able to re-
new itself, without, however, having to question
its practice of research, i.e. reading texts. While,

on the surface, English Studies gained relevance
through opening itself to cultural studies, it
stretched its traditional framework without being

willing to renew its own foundation.
Solutions. Practically, the conundrum that En-

glish Studies is as much a sub-discipline of a gen-

eral Kulturwissenschaften as cultural studies is a
sub-discipline of English Studies has led to a num-
ber of sclutions. One attempt can be found in ac-

cumulating the various disciplines that study the
culture of Britain (or the USA) in an interdisciplin-
ary centre. The Grofibritannienzentrum in Ber-
lin—similar to the John E Kennedy Institut fir
Nordamerikastudien—brings together historical,
political, economic, juridical, literary, and linguis-
tic studies concentrating on British culture. To
think of cultural studies as a discipline is not nec-
essary according to this conception, as it becomes

the perspective under which diverse disciplines

collaberate.

However, those forms of Literary Studies that

contribute to such collaborations are often under-

stood as a mode of a general cultural studies. Such
Kulturwissenschaftliche  Literaturwissenschaft
(‘cultural studies literary studies’) analyses literary

works as “media expressions through which a
culture becomes observable” (Niinning and Som-
mer 19; my trans.) and concentrates on a text’s

relations to its context, the ‘mentalities’ in which
it is embedded, and the political, economic, and
social circumstances that determine its form. Less
often, Kulturwissenschaftliche Literaturwissen-

 

 

It is such limited understanding of both texts as (cultural) representations,

waiting to be hermeneutically/semiotically interpreted, and scociological re-

search, which is apparently coming to its conclusions without interpreting cul-

sociological approaches to popular culture point to methodology as the main

problem: English Studies are [sic] not an empirical discipline and thus never

part of cultural processes, as if ‘representations, could exist without being cul-

ing and prefiguring them by laying out models, schemata, scripts, distinctions,

values, etc.—as if representations, even more importantly, were not present in

cultural processes, 

Cultural studies within English Studies is bound to analyse “culture as text,” that

is, textual manifestations of British cultures, whereby films and even “the inter-

net” and architecture are also considered “texts” (Sommer, Grundkurs 5, 65, 85).

ture, that makes a new conceptualisation of the discipline difficult. If anything, it

is the inability to adopt “non-representational theories” (Thrift) that might lead

to a “loss of prestige of our discipline.” “Representation,” however, made it pos-

sible for Literary Studies to allow cultural studies perspectives into its field with-

out fundamentally changing its approach. The common defence against cultural

studies by Literary Studies proponents can be summarised as follows: “critics of

concerned with cultural processes as such, but a textual science concerned with

the analysis and interpretation of representations, of those processes” (Sommer,

“From Cultural Studies” 179-80). ‘Representations,’ in this approach, seem to be

easily separated from ‘cultural processes as such’—as if representations were not

tural artefacts, not only re-presenting ‘cultural processes’ after the fact, but form-  
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schaft examines the effects of literature, of its can-

onization and tradition, on culture and society.

What it does not consider is the presence of litera-

ture in cultural processes. Cultural studies (as op-
posed to ‘cultural studies literary studies’), under

this paradigm, is to deal with everything that is not

 

literature: TV, cinema, video games, pop music,
etc.—within the methodological and theoretical

framework of literary studies, however. In this. -
way, apparently, English Studies could regain rele-
vancy without getting its hands dirty at the ‘grubby
worldliness’ of culture.

2.4 | Cultural Studies, Kulturwissenschaft, and Medienwissenschaft

In German-speaking countries, the study of cul-

ture had a tradition of its own long before the ad-
vent of British Cultural Studies in the 1980s. Phi-

losophers and sociologists discussed and analysed

the role of culture in society since at least the late

eighteenth century (Kittler; Bshme et al.). While

there is no space here to recapitulate this story, I

want to highlight one specific moment in this his-
tory that shares some significant features with the

British developments in the late 1950s. In the
1920s, building on the groundbreaking work by

sociologists of culture like Georg Simmel and Max
Weber, a group of (secular) Jewish intellectuals

brought together various ideas then circulating
and, although not a ‘school’” in the narrow sense,
created a research perspective that might be able

to add to the study of culture what cultural studies
might lack: history and materiality. Like their

British working class counterparts, these research-
ers also argued from the margins of cultures and

disciplines.

 

E er, a professor of phllosophy in

Hamburg before the Nazis forced him to emigrate
to New York, shifted attention away from the study
of mind (Geisteswissenschaften) to that of cultural

expressions. In his central three-volume work Die

Philosophie der symbolischen Formen (1923-1929),

Cassirer emphasises the active role of symbolic
forms (art, language, myths, law, etc.) in the con-
struction of the (meaningful) world humans in-

habit. Cultural products were no longer thought of

as either representations of universal ideas or sub-

jective expressions of the human mind, but as an
emergent level in the organisation of cultural pat-

terns; culture, here, is not only something pro-

duced, but also something productive.

: 2 Be like his successors at the
CCCS, was a bold trespasser of disciplinary bound-

aries, writing on literature, film, art, shopping ar-
cades, and street lighting alike. Following Cassirer,

Benjamin highlights the constructive role of me-
dia: “The way in which human perception is or-

   e 5@«“'@”\

ganised-—the medium in which it occurs—is con-

ditioned not only by nature but by history” (23).In"

his studies of literature and film, Benjamin empha--

sises especially the role of technological media

(the printing press, the cinematic apparatus) in the -

production and reception of cultural products: the

same story told by an oral narrator or read in a-

novel is nc longer the same story, the mechani- -
cally reproduced image no longer the same as the -
original painting. Media change what we see in -

cultural products, and, consequently, how we see:

the world. It is not only the materiality of media

and its influence on signifying processes that Ben-

jamin highlighted, but the importance of the mate-

rial world in general (street lamps, shopping malls)

in the creation of cultural meaning. As a conse-
quence, the study of culture becomes reciprocal: -

the very concepts that we use to interpret the se: "

mantics of cultural products are formed by the me-..

dia that bring these into existence. A safe vantage .

point from which to observe such contingent de-

velopments becomes as hard to find as a place out-
side history—or culture. Media, in the basic sense:

developed by Benjamin, are the very places where _

meaning and materiality are forever intricately in*
terwoven.

 Emst Cassirer, DiethlOSophié der sym-"
bolischen Formen (3 vols., 1923-1929) _

* Walter Benjamin, “Das Kunstwerk im Zeit-
~ alter seiner technischen Reprodumer-
barkeit” (1936) '

Walter Benjamin, Das Passagenwerk

(19271940, unfinished)- ' =
- Siegfried Kracauer, Die Angestellten (1930) L
Aby Warburg, Der Bilderatlas /VINEMOSYNEo

- (posthumous, 1929) Lo
Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkhelmer,

  
   Dialektik der Aufkldrung (1944/1947) o
 

  



 

, 100, began to analyse the ev-

: ery'day worlds of urban entertainment. Like Benja-
- min, with whom he collaborated at the Frankfurter

© zeitung throughout the 1920s, Kracauer was a keen

observer of everyday culture, writing about film, de-

~ sign, advertising, tourism, cabaret, architecture,
. dime novels, and related topics; like Benjamin, and
 like Williams and Hall, too, Kracauer was looking

. for ways of renewing Marxist thought, adding cul-

 

. tural forces, values, and ideologies, to those of his-
~ tory and economy. It was of central importance to

Kracauer, therefore, to find a method of analysis
that made possible the combination of empirical

observations and theoretical approaches that guide

such observations. For him, the study of everyday
culture is more political than any explicitly political
critique dedicated to “extreme cases—war, crude

miscarriages of justice, the May riots, etc.” (Kra-

cauer 101). Only in the study of everyday culture

can the reflexivity of meaning and materiality, each

forming the other, be observed. The tube-stations,

shopping malls, and amusement parks Kracauer

studies could be read as ‘symptoms’ of an age;

more importantly, however, the media and materi-

alities observed condition the very possibilities of

interpreting them. The objects that Kracauer exam-

ines are not only {(performative) signs, but media in

the formative sense that Benjamin emphasised.

Such reciprocal determinations within an emer-

gent and contingent culture can neither be studied

solely by pure empirical observation nor without

it. Kracauer’s description of a methodology par-

ticular to the study of culture seems to me as fresh
and important today as it must have been in 1930,

and therefore worth quoting at length:

For a number of years now, reportage has enjoyed in Ger-

many the highest favour among all types of representa-
tion, since it alone is said to be able to capture life un-
posed. Writers scarcely know any higher ambition than to

report; the reproduction of observed reality is the order of
the day. A hunger for directness that is undoubtedly a con-
sequence of the malnutrition caused by German idealism

[read today: French theory, C.H.]. Reportage [read today:
philology, C.H.], as the self-declaration of concrete exis-

tence, is counterposed to the abstractness of idealist
thought, incapable of approaching reality through any me-

diation. But existence is not captured by being at best du-
plicated in reportage. The latter has been a legitimate

counterblow against idealismn, nothing more. For it merely
loses its way in the life that idealism cannot find, which is

equally unapproachable for both of them. [...] Certainly
life must be observed for it to appear. Yet it is by no means

contained in the more or less random observational results

of reportage; rather, it is to be found solely in the mosaic
. that is assembled from single observations on the basis of

" comprehension of their meaning. (32)

‘Observations’ and ‘comprehension, ‘sociological

research’ and ‘hermeneutic studies, here, are no

longer oppositions, but different aspects that have

to be fruitfully combined if the contingency of cul-

ture, based on the possibilities of materiality and

the potentialities of meaning alike, is to be studied.
in whose Kulturwissenschaftliche

Blblzothek Ernst Cassirer was a regular visitor,

worked as an art historian who integrated his ana-

lyses of paintings in a context of a wider visual

culture that includes press photography, advertis-

ing, and stamps. His examinations were crossing

cultural boundaries between high and low, and
also between regional cultures. Equally important,

however, was his diachronic view of culture, re-

vealing the forgetting and remembering (cf. entry
I.11), the repression and canonisation of figures
and motives through the ages. This attention to
the work of memory has become central to the

study of culture in Germany. (After Warburg’s
death in 1929, his library was transported to Lon-

donin order to save it from the Nazis.)
sdor WAdornoand MaxHorld

 

:7, Who

collaborated Wlth Walter Benjamin at the Institut

fiir Sozialforschung, continued the analysis of pop-
ular culture after the war, albeit with a different

impetus, in their famous Dialektik der Aufklirung

(1944/1947). Horkheimer and Adorno, equally un-

der the influence of the Nazi-propaganda that

drove them to emigrate to the USA and the Holly-

wood schmaltz that welcomed them, identify the
mass media and the ‘culture industry’ as purely

conservative forces that promote the values of a

capitalistic society and dupe consumers into pas-

sive acceptance of such a state. Tt is this negative
opposition of mass culture to folk culture that be-
came one of the stepping stones for (British) Cul-

tural Studies.

‘German Media Theory', Old andMew. Allin all,

the Kulturwissenschaftler of the 1920s and 1930s

had discovered many of the same topics that Brit-

ish Cultural Studies highlighted in the 1950s and
1960s: {popular) culture, mass media, visual

forms, power, practice, marginalisation. More than

their British counterparts, they focused on the ma-

teriality and the formative powers of media, but
also on the historicity of cultural forms. Following
this lead, German Studies developed its own

branch of Medienkulturwissenschaft (e.g. Sieg-
fried J. Schmidt, Friedrich Kittler, Hartmut

Béhme), emphasising the role of mediality in all

forms of culture; mediality, therefore, goes beyond

the study of contemporary mass media (cf. entry
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III.5). But it is not only in Germany that the role of
media is granted a more prominent place in the

study of culture. Warner and Siskin, after their

pleading for “Stopping Cultural Studies,” suggest

an engagement with (historical} media in a section
of their essay entitled ‘Starting.” Also, New Cultural

 

Studies, a collection of a self-proclaimed ‘new gen-
eration’ of (British) Cultural Studies proponents:
(Hall and Birchall), suggests, amongst other
things, ‘German Media Theory’ as an important =
contributor to a new form of cultural studies. f

2.5 | Theory and Methodology of Cultural (Media) Studies

B . That “[c]ul-
tural studies has not paid much attention to the
classical questions of research methods and meth-
odology” (Barker 31) is a claim so often repeated
that some scholars have started to celebrate it as
an achievement of freedom. Today, however, the
study of culture can no longer claim a marginal
position that would justify a consequent prefer-
ence for exploratory, eclectic, and politically en-
gaged studies. Thus, if the study of culture is to
have a future within English Studies, its central
concerns and methodologies should be clarified.
The aim of this section, then, is to remodel British/
English Studies (Anglistik) as a form of cultural
studies in which the study of language, literature,
and media are three integrated and supplementary
sub-disciplines of a discipline that revolves around
historical manifestations of a specific cultural area
and era. On the basis of those stories of origin nar-
rated above, I will try to sketch the outlines of a
possible path into the future of the study of Brit-
ish/English cultures.

The aim of the following section, then, is nei-
ther to provide a complete theory of culture nor
to provide a comprehensive set of research
techniques. Rather, I want to suggest a model of
English Studies in general, and cultural (media)
studies within English Studies especially, that
identifies objects of research and provides a frame
for possible approaches to these objects; such a
theoretical model and methodology is derived
from the practice of English Studies rather than a
philosophical, socielogical, psychological or other
(grand) theory that was never devised to deal with
culture, let alone cultural products. This is not to
say that such theories are not valuable as back-
ground knowledge and inspiration for English
Studies, or that they cannot enable valuable ap-
proaches—they are just not useful as a theoretical
framework for English Studies, 1 think. Theory,
here, is not a master-narrative (Marxism, psycho-
analysis, deconstruction; cf. entries I1.2.3, 11.7, and

I1.4} which the study of literature and other cul-
tural products can only confirm, or not; rather, this
theoretical model is to provide nothing more, and -
nothing less, than a framework for open-ended re-
search questions. That such a theoretical model is

not without its own premises, that it is not neutral, .

goes without saying; what these premises are shall -

be elaborated in the following.
My definition of English Studies (Anglistik) be-

gins with an acknowledgement that it is part of
cultural studies in the general sense of Kulturwis-
senschaften. Its aim is to provide observations of
everyday {signifying) practices giving meaning to
social life, in so far as these practices are con-

densed and manifested in linguistic and non-lin-
guistic media. If culture is made up of the various
social processes whereby humans make sense of

their worlds, one way to access these meanings is
their (iterative, symbolic) communications. Hence,

culture goes beyond art and includes all social

practices through which individuals interpret and

define their worlds and find their place in it. En-

glish Studies’ objects of analysis and interpretation
are contingent and condensed manifestations of
historically and culturally specific processes of cre-

ating, disseminating, transferring, and regulating
meaning; particular attention is given to the mate-

rial and media conditions of these communicative
manifestations.

These objects of research are termed “cultural
condensations” (Beck 48) here, rather than con-

tinuing the hypostatization that comes with the

term ‘cultural product.” Cultural condensations are

not solely ‘works” produced by individual artists,
but visually, audibly, and haptically perceptible
formations of and within culture; nonetheless, En-
glish Studies concentrates on lasting condensations
rather than transitory formations, such as dances

or similar rituals {(Posner 51). ‘Cultural condensa-

tions’ are related to those precipitations that Wil-
liams distinguishes from culture in solution; in the
terms of systems theory, condensations are tight



 

“ ‘couplings of those elements of culture that remain
- unobservable in their usual state of loose coupling

: (Luhmann, Gesellschaft 198-201). Only in the form

- of tight couplings, i.e. condensations, can culture

be disseminated, transferred, and negotiated.

~ The focus of research in English Studies lies on

revealing the constructedness of traditions and

- knowledge regimes (cf. section 11.4.2) as well as of
personal and collective identities, that is, to dis-

- close the processual character of the condensation

of meaning in its historical and cultural variability
as well as their functions and effects. The tight
couplings of cultural elements, articulations in

Stuart Hall’s sense, feed back on the culture from

which they emerge. (When trying tc understand

such processes, however, it is obligatory to con-
sider one’s own historically and culturally specific

observer position.)

 The purpose of these (second-order) observa-

tions and reconstructions is to help society under-

stand itself by teaching individuals how to inter-
pret those cultural condensations that form their
identities, and which create the very horizons that

shape these interpretations. At best, such studies
can enable students to gain sovereignty over their
culture, to realise the contingency of its state and

to envision alternatives. Central to English Studies,
therefore, is the education of students who can
transfer the results of such reflections back into
society, as teachers or cultural workers in general.

(Complex didactic, instructive, and communica-

tional skills and proficiencies are, of course, pre-

requisites for such transfer.)

English Studies concentrates on processes of
creating, disseminating, and regulating meaning in
English-speaking cultural areas (for an example
see entry IV.5), but also considers the effects of the

acculturation of cultural condensations from Great
Britain in other cultural areas, especially Germany.

It draws on several disciplinary approaches (cf. the

respective entries in this volume):

Linguistice concentrates on the development,

structure, and use of the English language, its his-
torical and cultural variability as well as the regu-
lating processes that determine these variations:
and the cultural identities these engender. As lan-

guage is key to communication and consequently

constitutive to the formation of culture, linguistics

is key to the study of culture—a culture of which
one 15 qua language, always already a part.

Literary Studies focuses on textual communica-

tions and their relations to other media. Special

attention is given to fictional texts that enable the

  

exploration of alternative or hitherto unrealised in-
terpretations of reality; such traditions, knowledge

regimes, and identities are to be analysed in rela-
tion to their specific historical, political, institu-

tional, and social contexts. In order to understand

these relations to hetercnomous forces, literary

studies concentrates on the autonomous structures

of texts, the specific forms, techniques, and tradi-
tions of texts that enable the recognition of alien

perspectives and the revelation of new ones. As lit-

erature reflects everyday uses of language, and as
few other cultural condensations know a similar
history of autonomous structures, the study of lit-

erature has an important position within English
Studles both historically and methodologically.

i : , as the third component

of Enghsh Studles concentrates on multimedia cul-
tural condensations, building on the semantic and
textual work of Linguistics and Literary Studies,

including visual, auditory, and material formations
as well. Emphasizing the media-material condition
and the pragmatic dimension of cultural conden-

sations, cultural media studies is concerned with
the technological, economic, institutional, politi-

cal, ecological, and receptive determinants of cul-
tural condensations as well as the reciprocal deter-
minants of materiality, semantics, and pragmatics.

Rather than concentrate on aesthetic objects only,

as literary studies does, cultural media studies also

    

 

thus, can be analysed as cultural condensations, if they can be related to the

creation, negotiation, affirmation, and negation of cultural norms and values.

cultural condensations as its methodological vantage point. Such cultural con-

densations are then questioned

= for their embeddedness within social practices,

s for their relations to (imaginary) horizons of norms and values, and

» for their material determinants.

function for the meaning-producing recipient-consumer:

= Why does an individual turn to a specific artefact?

» What can it tell him/her?

s How can it influence him/her?

To understand this, one also has to understand the socio-cultural environment

(human) actors. 

English Studies as Kulturwissenschaft analyses the functions of cultural conden-

sations, that is, the creation, negotiation, dissemination, affirmation, regulation,

and negation of cultural norms and values through cultural artefacts. Artefacts,

While culture is its raison d’étre, English studies, according to this model, takes

These aspects of cultural condensations are examined in order to determine their

and the material basis of cultural condensations—but only in so far as they are

relevant for the study of the relation between cultural meaning, materiality, and -  
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examines the aisthetic dimension of our everyday

environment (Bohme 17).

There are, of course, other forms of cultural

studies possible (Johnson)—but this is the one I

see most promising for evolving the traditions and

qualifications of English Studies. Cultural practices

less condensed, less mediated, less linguistic, and

less permanent are the objects of ethnology, an-

thropology, sociology, and others.

Cultural condensations, under this definition,

are analysed because they promise access to the

social self-interpretation of specific groups at par-

ticular times. In this sense, they could be described

as second-order mirrors (Stichweh 87). Here, indi-

viduals are not directly looking at themselves, i.e.

they cannot read books or see films and simply

identify what their culture is like; instead, they

have to look at others looking at others and de-

duce (speculatively) the average value of other

people’s observations to form a ‘compact impres-

sion’ (Luhmann, Gesellschaft 597) of the world

they live in. While sense-making is an individual

process, it cannot be practised alone; through cul-

tural sense-making the individual is connected to

society; the meaning of signs is always already

shared. Cultural condensations do not deliver rep-

resentations of the world, but, at best, a shared

interpretation of the world; this way, contingent

condensation can provide orientation within con-

tingent cultures. Why certain cultural condensa-

tions gain a representative status, and why others

are marginalised, is a central research question

rather than a starting point.

What is more, cultural condensations are more

than mere representations of ‘grubby worldliness,

they are part of this world. Contrary to a purely

(poststructuralist) semiotic point of view, cultural

media studies does not hold that “the object is

nothing,” that “it matters little what object is in-

volved” (Baudrillard 63, 64) in the meaning creat-

ing processes of a culture. But neither do material

objects determine their own meanings autono-

mously. Instead, such ‘things’

participate in social practices just as human beings do. To

be sure, these things are ‘interpreted’ by the human agents

in certain ways, but at the same time they are applied,

used, and must be handled within their own materiality.

[...] “Things’ thus have the status of ‘hybrids’: On the one

hand, they are definitively not a physical world as such,

within practices they are socially and culturally inter-

_preted and handled. On the other hand, these quasi-ob-

jects are definitively more than the content of cultural

‘representations,’: they are used and have effects in their

materiality. (Reckwitz 208-9)

 

Cultural condensations are hybrids of potential--
ity and actuality, meaning and materiality. Ex

amples for cultural condensations relevant to En-

glish Studies are films, plays, books, but also

games, packaging, and buildings, in short: every- .

thing that is at the same time part of our world and

forms a distinctively structured realm of itself. Cul-

tural condensations neither imitate a forgone

world, nor figure the invisible structures of such a

world, but participate in it; they are articulations, -

tight couplings of an unobservable culture. They

can, of course, present themselves as mere (fic-

tional) representations, and they can also be re-

ceived as doing so—in doing so, however, they

participate in constituting the very world they

claim to re-present. Cultural condensations are

products of a culture, but they also produce cul-

ture. Whereas culture, however, remains a specu-

lative entity, cultural condensations exist (Koners-

mann 8). Concentrating on cultural condensations,

it becomes necessary to relate meaning and mate-
riality in non-reductive ways, and it is in this sense

that Williams’ cultural materialism proposes “the

analysis of all forms of signification, including [...]

writing, within the actual means and conditions of

their production” (Writing in Society 210); the rela-

tion between meaning and materiality, here, is a

matter of (historical) contingency, neither neces-

sary nor arbitrary.

New research paradigms, finally, ask for new

methodological approaches. Traditional herme-

neutic and semiotic procedures form a sturdy basis

for analysing the semantics of cultural condensa-

tions. However, if one is interested in materialities

and practices also, new, empirical methods must

be tried that can answer questions about produc-

tion, circulation, reception, and consumption.

The hybrid status of cultural condensations as

meaning and materiality (in practice) demands a

combination of methods of understanding and ex-

plaining. While meaning has to be understood,

materiality is open to empirical research, even if

only through the archive; the perspective of the

actor, finally, can be examined by phenomenolo-

gical and ethnographic methods as well as recep-

tion studies. If we agree that the media-material-

ity of the cultural condensation informs the very

way in which actors interpret it, we will have to

employ hermeneutic procedures on the basis of

empirical reconstructions of materiality (Kos-

chorke 11). Contingency means that every spe-

cific cultural formation is neither the way it is by

necessity nor arbitrarily so. As a new paradigm



 

for research, contingency demands that we anal-

yse both how something became what it is (Ger-
esis) and why it is valued over other possible

“states (Geltung); we have to explain what is and

- understand which options have remained latent.
_As there is no causality in the development of cul-

_tures, we have to interpret the interpretations that
led to its existence; as the development of cul-

~tural formations js no pure coincidence, we can

' trace their path empirically.
Cultural condensations, finally, can be exam-

~ ined according to three dimensions. This model
(see box), although simplifying matters, should
provide orientation to the following explications.

ing. First of all, there is the dimension of
meaning, in the sense of a semiotic figuration that
consists of any combination of textual, visual or

auditory signs: a detective novel, a Shakespeare

drama, a rock album, a video game, a Wordsworth
poem, a thriller movie, a dress or a guildhall. Such
semiotic figurations, of course, cannot be under-

stood without reference to other diachronic and
synchronic ‘texts’ and contexts. In order to under-

stand a given semiotic figuration it is necessary to
know its history, the genre rules it follows and the
language regimes it partakes in, and the difference
it makes compared to other ‘texts” within a given

discourse. As semiotic figurations, cultural con-

densations refer to (possible) worlds, although

never directly: every signifier refers to a signified

that mediates between sign and world.

: tyv. However, no image, no song, and
no book merely refers to something other than it-

self (reference}—they also present themselves in

their own existence, they reveal their own materi-

ality, although in varying degrees, a dress maybe
more so than a poem. Semiotic figurations stand in
a double relation to the (material) world. On the

one hand, they refer to it. On the other hand, every

signified needs a material signifier to be perceiv-

able through the senses. The material mediality

that meaning employs to become, however, shapes

this very meaning in an act of mediation—the
words we use t¢ communicate, for example, con-

tribute to what we say as much as to what we

think. Only as materiality can texts be stored and
disseminated, can they be presented and passed

on. Because semiotic figurations need materiality,
they become part of economic and technological

processes. However, a signifier can only be related
to a signified because somebody does this relating;

a sign is a sign only for someone: an individual, an

actor. Consequently, cultural condensations exist

   

 

 

culture (loose coupling)

  
within the triangular force field of meaning, mate-
riality, and actor.

or, of course, does not exist inde-

pendently of the semantic figuration s/he ob-
serves; s/he simultaneously observes (= follows)

the rules of the semantic figuration s/he observes
(= reads), s/he forms what s/he observes and is

being formed by it. The actor’s very subject posi-

tion, the scripts, schemata, and distinctions s/he

employs in order to interpret, are shaped and

formed by the semantic figsuration s/he consumes
(formation); ‘subjects’ interpret cultural condensa-

tions and are in turn formed by the culture from

which these condensations emerge and to which
they contribute. Through the use of such cultural

condensations, every actor becomes part of a

larger formation, i.e. a particular culture. The ac-
tor’s individual stance, finally, is a function of cul-

ture—which is always social.

What is more, the process of observing is not

only a cognitive-intellectual procedure. The actor

as a hermeneutic being is bound to a specific

place and space, to a specific (material} history by
the actor’s corporeal existence that determines the

individuality of his/her interpretations; the stance

of the actor is thus both a prerequisite and a con-

sequence of his/her encounter with cultural con-

densations. The corporeal stance of the actor also

ensures that this encounter goes beyond volitional

interpretation. As a material artefact, the cultural

condensation exists in the same world as the actor,

who is affected by both the materiality of the signi-
fier and the material world the signified refers to;

at the same time, the actor is subject to the visual

and aural regimes that cultural condensations pro-
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duce and partake in. Actors, finally, do not only

exist corporeally and consequently re-act affec-
tively to the materiality of the wor(l}d. They also

act on and interact with this materiality, handling
artefacts according to their specific materiality

within specific spatial arrangements and a specific
social praxis—they scratch with records and use
the ‘walkman’ to find privacy in public places. It is
such a triangulation of meaning, materiality, and
actor that can be employed in order to examine
cuirural condensatwmas artlculatlons of culture.

emplarkt ¢ .. Such a com-

plex mangulatlon of cultl_ual wndensatlons can
only be performed exemplarily for historically and
culturally specific occurrences. To understand the
British culture, or even ifie English-speaking cul-

ture and the impact of its cultural condensations
on other cultures is a task without end. Rather, the

work of cultural condensations and their contribu-
tion to the contingency of cultures is to be revealed
exemplarily—not at least in order to teach the

method of second-order observation. Nonetheless,
particular studies are meaningless as long das they

are not embedded in a more global perspective

that reveals repeating patterns as well as disconti-
nuities over time and across cultures; identity and

 

2.6 | Future Cultural (Media) Studies

The establishment of cultural media studies in the

way outlined above within a reformed discipline of
English Studies would make it necessary to devise
a new curriculum focussing on guestions of cul-

ture. Linguistics, then, would ask about the role
language plays within culture, and how the En-
glish language itself has been formed by An-
glo-American cultures. Literary studies would ask
about the role literature plays within Anglo-Amer-
ican cultures, and how literature itself has been

formed by these cultures, Cultural media studies

would ask how other cultural condensations
(films, video games, music videos, etc.) contribute
to Anglo-American cultures, and how they them-
selves are in turn formed by these cultures. Finally,

a transcultural perspective would be necessary to
understand the formation of differences and iden-
tities through comparison. The aim of research
and teaching would be to reveal contingencies and
enable reflective and refined seli-observation.
Pragmatic concerns like media literacy or direct
political action cannot be central; rather, research

 

difference, as | tried to explain, are matters of com-

parison. Even something as specific as, for exam-
ple, tourist guidebooks to the Lake District in the
mid-nineteenth century are connected to large-
scale social transformations (the emergence of
leisure class), material revolutions (the introduc-

tion of the railway system), new mentalities (ro-

manticizing nature), and new social practices (co-

lonial travel). A particular phenomenon cannot be
understood without reference to wider develop-

ments which in turn can only be revealed through
particular analyses. Detailed descriptions have to
lead to abstract terminology and theories, as much

as such terminology has to be employed to interro- -
gate specific phenomena; at the same time, this

terminology has to be refined in this process of
interrogation. Central to such hermeneutic proce-
dure, also, is the acknowledgement of the re-
searcher’s particular stance: his/her theoretical

paradigm, institutional practices, and individual
preferences bond the researcher to his/her context

in the same way as the actor is bound to his/hers.

 

"English Studies in Germany, for example, practices

cultural hermeneutics (cf. entry I1.2) from a differ-

ent starting point as do similar endeavours in the
U.S. or Great Britain.

should preduce a surplus of meaningful possibili-
ties from which society (politics, protest move-
ments, art, economy) is then to select. That cul-

tural patterns are contingent forms means that

they can be changed, but not just so—if they have
become what they are through history, new cul-

tural patterns have to create their own histories to

gain stability.

English Studies after cultural studies—in the

sense of: having gone through cultural studies
(and poststructuralism) and coming out the bet-
ter—would neither be a ‘study of everything, nor

a return to philology, but the study of cultural
condensations, both formed by their specific his-

torical circumstances and producing these in turn.
In order to be able to do so, English Studies has to
employ historical, political, economic, and socio-

logical studies in the way that we use, for example,

computers; that is, it has t6 be able to handle the

results of such studies critically, but it does not

necessarily have to be able to produce these re-
sults itself. Instead of doing the work of historians,



 

‘economists, sociologists, and others, English Stud-

ies has to be able to build on the results of these

disciplines. When it comes to cultural condensa-
tions, however, English Studies should be able to
examine empirically the history, economy, and

~ praxis of such manifestations. Rewarding new re-
search, therefore, will not be possible without a

broad knowledge of the findings of relevant related
disciplines, a thorough familiarity with the history

~ of one’s own discipline, methodological rigour,
and theoretical validation.

To establish this will probably take a few (aca-

demic) generations—if it ever happens. The task at

hand differs greatly from what has been done so
far: it is neither another turn asking to look at the
same old phenomena (texts) from yet another an-

gle; neither is it about looking at new phenomena
(comics, music videos, etc.) from a well-known

angle (psychoanalysis, semiotics, etc.). A truly re-
formed English Studies asks for a completely new

form of knowledge that allows those that have ac-

quired it to analyse cultural condensations both as

productions and producers of (social) realities.

One has to become, as the CCCS required from the

beginning, both an expert in culture and society,

literary studies and sociology—and, if possible,

also in film and art studies, history, ethnology, an-
thropology, etc. To achieve this daunting task, we
not only need a theoretical foundation for the

study of culture (which we are getting close to)
and a fitting set of methodologies (which are still
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